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INTRODUCTION:
Executive Summary

As we move into the next normal, the way the world
works has changed. We’ve seen a seismic shift in working
habits across almost every sector, and this has been
a catalyst for huge change, accelerating new levels of
innovation in response to continued disruption.
It is no wonder that the global response to these challenges is
a key driver of tech trends. Increasing dependency on cloud
infrastructure, SaaS solutions, collaboration and remote working
tools, alongside a growing reliance on leveraging real-time data,
has put High Tech businesses front and centre. The change we’re
seeing across a broad array of sectors means the High Tech industry
is in an enviable position, with the need for digital platforms and
services having become critical to continued business resilience.

By Phillip Neal,
Area Vice President,
High Tech Sales Leader,
Salesforce

As services have shifted online, we’ve seen an evolution in both
customer and employee experiences. Companies are embracing
new ways of connecting with them to deliver an overall “total
experience” through lasting, connected, empathetic and
relevant relationships.
Customer expectations are evolving rapidly too. Businesses must
bridge the digital divide, engaging with them across a digital
landscape that is always-on and more demanding and responsive
than ever.
Because the way in which customers and brands interact is changing,
so are business models. We’re seeing a big shift towards platform
and subscription-based models which allow businesses to become
bigger parts of people’s lives, adding wider value and building longerlasting relationships which exist far beyond the point of purchase.

The growing influence of advanced technologies, like cloud, 5G, IoT,
AI and ML, is also enabling the rise of hyper automation, increasing
efficiency, agility and responsiveness across lines of business.
With a growing remote workforce, cloud-based tools, and an
increasingly diverse and complex digital ecosystem to manage,
Zero Trust Security – defining strict access controls for networks –
has become a big thing from a security standpoint and its wider
adoption will have significant implications for businesses.
Finally, the acceleration of digital transformation has seen
a massive increase in the need for more consistent data
standards, skills, and for businesses to be able to use data
effectively and responsibly. Greater in-depth analysis, advanced
predictive analytics and real-time data insights have become
critical for businesses of all sizes if they are to meet changing
customer expectations and demands in the next normal.
Here is the most recent of our High Tech Trends Reports,
which has been compiled from the findings of some of the
leading global technology, research and consultancy firms.
In this report, we will cover these prominent developments
in greater depth to give a clearer picture of where the
High Tech industry stands and where it may be going.
I hope you find this report valuable and filled with
insights that can help you in some way plan ahead in
unpredictable and often unprecedented times.
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01
Delivering the
total customer
and employee
experience

Whereas customer and employee experience were previously kept in individual
silos, more consumers and more of the workforce are having to engage across
digital channels. This is seeing the two disciplines increasingly being linked.
Today, there is a noticeable shift toward delivering the “total experience,” with companies looking to
build more connected, relevant and meaningful relationships for both customers and employees.
This is being done through increased interaction on platforms, social channels and remote
working tools as well as through new tech like Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality to create
personalised experiences that truly resonate.
Customer expectations are changing too as the employee experience is rapidly evolving to
become something almost entirely new. Businesses are under increasing pressure to bridge
the digital divide, shift to the cloud to enable more flexible working and a greater use of
advanced analytics and new technology to drive more engaging, authentic experiences.

A new kind of customer
relationship that is more
meaningful and relevant

Tech is also helping
employees feel more engaged
and become more productive

As businesses now have a wider audience
and are able to deliver always-on, value
driven services through platforms they
have an opportunity to reinvent the
traditional customer relationship.

Employees are embracing the use of technology
to improve productivity, efficiency and quality as
a new, more collaborative relationship emerges
between business and workers. With cloud-based
infrastructure enabling more flexible working
and supporting remote based teams, we’re
moving toward true collaboration that delivers
better value across multiple touchpoints.
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Delivering the total customer
and employee experience

While customer expectations are evolving at a fast pace

What is driving this change?

Of consumers today…

With customer data platforms providing greater insight,
analysis and predictive customer analytics, businesses
are becoming more connected than ever, able to deliver
better customer and employee experiences.

59+41+O
71+29+O
59%

71%

Care more about
customer experience
now than they
did a year ago1

Data-driven decision making underpins customer
understanding and growth while behavioural analytics and
embedded experiences enable organisations to deliver
more meaningful, relevant engagement. AI-driven Voice of
Customer programs are also open ing up new, exciting avenues
for even more natural, human focused engagement.

High Tech companies use the Salesforce
platform to reinvent customer relationships
and increase loyalty through:
• Quickly launching their own self-service customer communities
• Serving their customers personalised content in real-time
• Surfacing data insights on utilisation, adoption and churn

Notice more
personalisation in
customer experience
thanks to technology2

1

Forbes, The Pandemic Changed Buying Behaviors. Here’s How To Keep Your Customers’ Love, https://bit.ly/358hwKq

2

Genesys, Empathy and Personalisation: The key to gaining trust of ANZ consumers, https://bit.ly/3wapC13

• AI powered recommendations and frictionless service experiences
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Delivering the total customer
and employee experience

We’re seeing changes in how employees view tech too

The top drivers of the ‘total experience’ for employees are
analytics-led EX which provides a stronger basis and understanding
of what employees value and need. Augmented reality is already
helping improve productivity and enhance digital employee
experiences while collaborative work tools have flourished in the
disrupted world of remote work, allowing employees to connect
more easily across lines of business and geographic locations.

Of employees today…

25+75+O
70+30+O
25%

70%

What is driving this change?

Say that their pay had
increased as a result
of technology change3

Workspace customisation enabled by organisation AI has allowed
employees a greater degree of control over how, when and where
they work while work-based social networks have increased job
satisfaction, collaboration and information sharing while boosting
company culture and fostering stronger working relationships.

High tech companies use the Salesforce
platform to engage their employees and
increase productivity through:

Are positive about the
impact of technology
on their job quality4

3

Ibid

4

CIPD, Workplace Technology: The Employee Experience, https://bit.ly/3cC9YUx

• Collaboration tools like Salesforce Anywhere and Slack facilitate
internal social networks, connect structured and unstructured data
and create greater visibility into customers across lines of business
• Embedded security through Salesforce Shield and Single Sign-On
to enable access to business critical apps – all on one page
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02
Subscription is the
norm – experiences
now drive
customer loyalty

With new technology changing customer interactions
and helping build better relationships with customers,
businesses are shifting away from a transactional
model towards a more subscription-based, platform
type model which is rapidly becoming the norm.
The platform model is designed to enable an ongoing relationship
that evolves and changes with demand, as well as allowing
for easier updates, upgrades and other enhancements.
We’re seeing this change most obviously in sectors like video gaming
and media streaming but also with IaaS, PaaS, SaaS offerings.
Services like Micosoft365, Adobe Creative Cloud and Amazon
Prime are at the forefront of this change, but the growing
number of everything-as-a-service (XaaS) offerings are reshaping
customer expectations around quality services. XaaS is the
delivery of customized services, applications, functions and
products that meet specific needs of customers and clients.
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Subscription is the norm – experiences
now drive customer loyalty

O
13
+
55
32

Subscription models are enabling deeper customer relationships

13%
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is in order to
gain exclusive
access and
additional
perks.5

32%

of e-commerce subscriptions
are for replenishment, to
save time and money.5

55%

are for curated
items, and to be
surprised by variety.5

In 2020, subscription businesses in the
Subscription Economy Index demonstrated

a growth rate of 11.6%,
while revenues of product-based
peers declined by 1.6%.7

85+15+O
85%

of CIOs and IT decision
makers agree that the
shift to pay-as-youconsume will give
organisations more
flexibility and cost
predictability to manage
their IT spend6

What is driving this change?
Subscription-based buying models have been popularised by
global tech companies like Amazon, Netflix and Microsoft who
have increasingly shown the value of digital platforms to drive
greater engagement and enhanced customer relationships.
This shift toward a platform economy had fuelled always-on
demand and created a market for a greater array of services
and products designed to meet evolving consumer needs.
In order to be part of this change, organisations need the
cloud infrastructure to seamlessly deliver continual digital
services and enable fast, secure digital payment processing
from anywhere to ensure subscription is quick and simple.
This means accelerating digital transformation to position
businesses to take advantage of new tech like AI, ML and IoT
and enable a platform based model and more complex,
data-driven use cases in order to enhance operational
efficiency, business performance and customer experiences.

High Tech companies use the Salesforce platform to
launch and manage their subscription models through:
• Better management of opportunities at every stage the sales cycle
• Streamlining product, pricing and proposal
management processes using Revenue Cloud
• Simplifying billing, collections and revenue
reporting processes using Revenue Cloud
• Enabling self-service orders through B2C
and B2B commerce portals

5

McKinsey & Company, Thinking inside the subscription box, https://mck.co/3wf417P

6

Cisco, Cisco reveal the top 6 tech trends for 2021 and beyond, https://bit.ly/3pLeJ3b

7

Zuora, Subscription Economy Index, https://bit.ly/3ztowQf
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The power of data
to help drive smarter
decision-making

Data-driven decision making underpins everything
from operational efficiency to greater business
resilience and a company’s ability to build customer
relationships in an increasingly digital landscape.
We’re now moving into the next phase of data usage driven by the
broad embrace of AI, ML, IoT and the arrival of 5G technology.
We’re seeing bigger volumes of complex data at greater velocity
than ever and businesses need to be able to handle, store and
use this data in real-time across a number of critical use cases.
This means better, more consistent data standards, stronger,
more flexible digital architecture and employees with the
skills to maximise data usage across lines of business.
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The power of data to help drive
smarter decision-making

Data is changing the way businesses operate in every sector

35+65+O 76+24+O
33+67+O 90++O10
35%

33%

By 2022, 35% of
large organizations
will be either sellers
or buyers of data via
formal online data
marketplaces, up
from 25% in 20208

By 2023, Gartner predicts
more than 33% of
large organizations
will have analysts
practicing decision
intelligence, including
decision modelling11

76%

90%

What is driving this change?
As we move into the next normal, with an accelerated shift to
the cloud, businesses are able to better manage diverse, large
data volumes at increasing velocity with increased efficiency.

The number
of data
scientists
jumped 76%
between 2020
and 202110

IDC predicts that

175 zettabytes,
or 175trn
gigabytes,
of new data
will be created around the
world by 20259

By 2022,
public cloud
services will be
essential for
90% of data
and analytics
innovation12

This is critical for larger businesses as cloud infrastructure
can enable these bigger businesses to move faster by
better handling their structured and unstructured data.
As AI, ML, IoT and 5G drive greater technological change and
enable more complex use cases with a greater number of
connected devices, a huge increase in data velocity will place
a greater premium on performance analytics, predictive
analytics, decision analytics and decision intelligence.

High Tech companies are using the
Salesforce platform to better leverage data
and drive smarter decision making by:
• Using intelligent automation workflows to better
handle higher data velocity and volumes
• Increasing visibility into rapidly evolving
customer expectations and demands
• Seamlessly managing, securing, sharing and
analysing data at scale to respond more rapidly
• Embracing data-driven decision making to
underpin customer understanding and growth
• Using AI and ML to drive more agile and
responsive processes and responses

8

Gartner, Top 10 trends in data and analytics 2020, https://gtnr.it/35aVFSF

9

Forbes, 175 Zetabytes by 2025, https://bit.ly/3pNGUyz

10

https://bit.ly/3xl5ucE

11

Gartner, Gartner identifies 10 top data and technology trends for 2020, https://gtnr.it/2Tmrwgo

12

Ibid
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Hyper automation

Automation is rapidly changing the face of business,
making companies faster, more agile and efficient
than even before. Hyper automation, however,
is the idea that anything in an organisation
that can be automated, should be.
Hyper automation is automation at scale, with businesses
identifying key processes and workflows that can be
improved and made as efficient as possible to drive
greater operational performance and resilience.
Technology, like AI, ML and PRA, is ushering in the next
evolution in automation where intelligent systems can drive
adaptive processes to recommend next courses of action and
improve workflows in real-time. Hyper automation, AI and
ML are thus giving established businesses a critical advantage
as we move into a more digitally connected next normal.
For organisations, hyper automation can help bring new levels
of agility and productivity by freeing up employee time to
concentrate on tasks that can bring more value to the business,
but also improved collaboration through the integration of
digital technology across processes and legacy customers.
Marketers are also making use of hyper automation, not
only to be liberated from some of their more tedious
tasks, but to speed up their time to market for new offers,
and to leverage customers insights quicker to deliver
relevant engagements aligned to customer demand.
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04

Hyper
automation

The future is increasingly automated

27+73+O
80+20+O
27%

80%

Over the next three
years, executives expect
automation to increase
their workforce capacity
by 27%, or roughly the
equivalent of 2.4 million
extra full-time employees13

By 2022, 80% of RPA-centric
automation implementations
will derive their value
from complementary
technologies15

What is driving this change?

22+78+O
80+20+O
22%

80%

13

Deloitte, Hyper automation: The next frontier, https://bit.ly/2TY1osK

14

Ibid

15

SDLC, What is the difference between RPA, intelligent automation, and hyper automation?, https://bit.ly/3gt8SeK

16

Techzine, Companies could decrease costs by 30% with hyper automation, https://bit.ly/3zk483P

Intelligent automation
could provide an average
cost reduction of 22%
and an increase in
revenue of 11% over
the next three years14

By 2024, companies should
eventually be able to reduce
costs by 30% by combining
hyper automation
with redeveloped
operational processes16

Advanced tech like hyper automation, AI and ML allows
businesses to be more agile and responsive, so they
are better able to deliver the type of fast, connected
services customers expect in an always-on world.
The move toward hyper automation process flow is
underpinned by AI-assisted loyalty recognition and
enhanced, more nuanced customer service operations.
Marketing lead generation from anonymous visitors
presents businesses with new opportunities to
leverage intelligent automation while the technology
can be used successfully in anti-money laundering
operations to improve security and safety.

High Tech companies use the Salesforce platform
to effectively automate processes through:
• Building automation workflows, AI-powered
recommendations and next best actions
• Integration of data from multiple systems using Mulesoft
• Managing the capacity of growing workforce,
both in office and remote
• Leveraging Marketing Cloud to automate
personalised offers in real-time
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05
Zero trust
cybersecurity

With a growing remote workforce, a broadening
security perimeter that includes collaboration tools,
video calling systems and personal devices, and a
rapid expansion of IoT connectivity, businesses face
more complex security threats than ever before.
This demands an approach rooted in the principle of “never trust,
always verify”, where no device, user, or application attempting to
interact with your architecture can be considered to be secure.
Instead, multi-factor authentication, identity access management
(IAM), analytics, encryption, file permissions and more are
deployed to protect networks and prevent breaches.
As such, Zero Trust Cybersecurity, and Zero Trust architecture design
is here to stay and will likely become more prevalent as businesses
continue to handle vast amounts of personal customer data and
act to protect their networks and platforms from evolving threats.
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Zero trust
cybersecurity

A more secure digital infrastructure future

What is driving this change?

72+28+O
80+20+O

As more and more businesses shift to the cloud, increased security
and a zero trust approach have become critical to long-term resilience.

72%

80%

of organizations plan
to assess or implement
Zero Trust capabilities
in some capacity in
2020 to mitigate
growing cyber risk17

of new digital business
applications opened up
to ecosystem partners
will be accessed through
zero trust network access
(ZTNA) by 202219

47+53+O
60+40+O
47%

60%

of cyber security
professionals lack
confidence applying
a Zero Trust model to
their Secure Access
architecture18

of enterprises will
phase out most of
their remote access
virtual private networks
(VPNs) in favour of
ZTNA by 202320

New challenges like a significant growth in digital ecosystems,
with more connected devices and digital tools than ever, has
broadened security perimeters across every sector, creating
new potential security weaknesses and blind spots.
With remote work now a reality of professional life too, there is
no going back to an office-based working model and this means
companies need to adapt fast, adopting a zero trust culture that
prioritizes verification and increased visibility across all systems,
devices and processes whether inside or outside of the organization.
Adding a further layer of complexity in a more digitally-driven,
connected business landscape is Merger and Acquisition activity which
creates overlaps in systems, processes and approved devices, as well
as a diverse array of applications, programmes and web based tools.
This complexity presents malicious actors with greater opportunity for
attack and limits SecOps visibility into potential backdoor entry points.

High Tech companies use the Salesforce
platform to build more secure digital
infrastructure because it provides:
• Advanced identity management
• Secure encryption to enhance security and data sharing
• Continual event monitoring and threat detection

17

Pulse Secure, 2020 Zero Trust Report, https://www.pulsesecure.net/resource/2020zero-trust-report/

18

Ibid

19

Wandera, Gartner Market Guide for Zero Trust Network Access, https://bit.ly/3gqGREK

20

Ibid

• In-depth auditing to isolate any anomalies or potential weak points
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The past year has seen a huge amount of innovation that has driven
fundamental changes in the way businesses operate, how they
interact with customers and employees and the scale and pace at
which they adopt new technology like AI, ML and IoT.
We believe that the core trends we have identified in this report will
play a critical role in the High Tech sector over the next 12 months
and beyond as companies adapt to the next normal.
As High Tech companies leverage this new technology to drive growth and deliver
more compelling service offerings, they should consider how their current
architecture allows them to deliver on the ‘total CX and EX experience’.
If functional teams operate on separate systems of record and engagement,
resulting in data silos, businesses will not be able to capitalise on the trends
we have outlined in this report, nor on future or emerging trends.
The impact on customer experience could be significant too.
Salesforce is playing a leading role in helping companies unite their teams
around a shared view of customer data across their entire business. Our Customer
360 platform provides the foundations to empower everyone to unlock customercentric growth by enabling better decision-making, faster innovation and more
relevant, personalised customer engagement.
Innovation is built into everything we do at Salesforce and we continually update our platform
to ensure organisations are able to stay one step ahead of important trends, as they emerge.
And where change is inevitable, the Salesforce Customer 360 platform allows you to future-proof your
organisation with a fast, secure and scalable platform to meet your customers’ changing needs.
Find out more about how we’re helping businesses adapt for the next normal
and don’t miss our read next big report on The Importance of Data.

Salesforce Customer 360 Platform

